Syllabus

01:694:483 - Seminar in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Fall 2001  Room 1001, Waksman Institute, Wednesday 10:05-11:00 A.M.
individual sections meet in CABM 308 (Edery) or Nelson A237 (Patterson)

Course Coordinator: Sam Gunderson  gunderson@biology.rutgers.edu
(445-1016), Nelson Lab A322
Section Instructor: Isaac Edery  edery@mbcl.rutgers.edu
(235-5550) CABM 337
Section Instructor: Garth Patterson  patterson@mbcl.rutgers.edu
(445-7181), Nelson A231

1. Sept 5  Class Orientation
2. Sept 12  Dr. Drew Vershon "The Granting Process: life of a professor in academia" (talk is cancelled and will not be rescheduled.)
3. Sept 19  Dr. Carol Sedley "Physicians Assistant Program"
4. Sept 26  Dr. Todd Kirchgessner, Bristol Meyer Squibb. "Research in industry."
5. Oct 3  Dr. Doug Young "From researcher in industry to marketing drugs" Bristol Meyer Squibb.
6. Oct 10  Dr. Arnold Rabson (CABM and UMDNJ) and Dr. Abram Gabriel (MBB) "MD-PhD programs: Physicians in research"
7. Oct 17  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-1
8. Oct 24  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-2
9. Oct 31  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-3
10. Nov 7  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-4
11. Nov 14  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-5
12. Nov 21  no class (Thanksgiving)
13. Nov 28  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-6
14. Dec 5  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-7
3 presenters per section on this date (not the usual 2)
15. Dec 12  Course is in 2 sections. Student Presentations-8
3 presenters per section on this date (not the usual 2)

***** no final exam ****